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Analysis of Cyber Interactive Behaviors
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Computational Experiments
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Abstract—An artificial community is constructed for studying
cyber interactive behavior of message publishing by considering
impacts from individual’s psychological state and social environment. The bottom-up multiagent approach is applied to model the
interactions between individuals, and the evolution and organization of collective cyber behaviors. The cyber message publishing
behaviors in response to online topics is demonstrated in the
artificial community, where each agent perceives the state of the
topics and make decisions to operate on specific themes with
particular message publishing mechanisms. The mechanisms are
designed in line with the analysis of statistical results of 10 years
data from Tianya.cn, which are further validated through the
artificial community using computational experimental leverages.
Experimental results illuminate that the individual’s post publishing behavior is dominated by agent’s psychological states,
while the comment publishing behavior is more susceptible to
the agent’s social environment expressing the collective efforts
of topics and other agents in the community. The artificial community has been used to test the impact of several factors (e.g.,
individual’s psychological state, number of initial agents, and
number of new added agents) to individual’s message publishing
mechanism and to cyber collective behavior patterns. It provides
a software-defined social laboratory for social and cyber behavior
studies with computational experimental measures.
Index Terms—Artificial community, computational experiments, cyber interactive behavior, message publishing mechanisms, multiagent-based modeling (MAM).

I. I NTRODUCTION

C

YBERSPACE has become a mirror reflection to our
physical space with the prosperity of tag-labeled
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content and location-based services provided by social
media sites. It provides abundant social signals for
human behavior interpretation, leading to new opportunities for connecting elements seemingly unrelated
together to study human behavior in a more systematic
perspective [1]–[3].
Recently, great attention has been paid to cyber behavior dynamics and the decision process, many issues are
addressed on online information diffusion [3], [4], social
contagion [5]–[7], and social media enabled cyber movement organizations [8]. Accordingly, existing research on
cyber behavior dynamics [9]–[21] mainly focuses on four
aspects: case study and phenomena interpretation, mathematical modeling, statistical modeling, and multiagent-based
modeling (MAM) [22]–[25]. For social systems, mathematical modeling is widely used to depict social phenomena in
a macroview [9]–[11]. However, one limitation is its inability to represent human psychological states (e.g., activity,
interests, and memory) in individual levels. Statistical modeling is limited to describing static social phenomena, which is
incapable of capturing the dynamic changes caused by individual differences in behavior. Case studies [15]–[17] focus
on specific movements to explain or quantify the impacts of
related factors to the development of the movements or to
simulate the dynamics of the movements, while addressing
human behavior under simplified and controlled situations.
Nowadays, MAM has been applied to model social network
systems [18]–[21], as users can be modeled as agents and
user-generated-content (UGC) can be modeled as agents’ operational objectives. The interactive behavior of users can be
explored and studied by experimental leverages with different
operation rules.
In social communities, users interact with each other by
publishing messages, while the published messages play the
role of organizing cyber collective behavior [26], [27]. In
the end, users self-organized themselves into organizations
for collaborative question discussing, problem solving, and
task performing. Works in this paper consider the message
publishing behavior of users on Tianya, a famous online
forum in China. Compared with Facebook, Twitter, Weibo,
Renren, and other social structured sites, Tianya provides
users social-unrestricted and information-equivalent channels,
which allowing users to visit content published by any
user and enabling users to acquire knowledge at a global
view [28], [29].
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By means of modeling users as agents and designing specific interaction rules, MAS provides a bottom-up method
to study how collective behavior patterns emerge from individual interaction behaviors around the UGC [30]–[32]. The
contributions of this paper include: 1) quantifying the mutual
impacts between the topic position and the users’ interacting behavior through statistical analysis of 10 years data;
2) constructing a two-layered interactive artificial community
by considering users and UGC in an agent view based on
MAM; 3) developing two mechanisms for individual’s post
publishing behavior and comment publishing behavior; and
4) designing four experiments to verify the rationality of the
developed mechanisms and the feasibility of the constructed
artificial community. Experimental results suggest that users’
posting behavior is dominated by individual’s psychological
state, while users’ commenting behavior is more susceptible
to the collective effects of the other objects in the community.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly
introduce the MAM of social networks, describe the structural
feature of an actual online community (Tianya.cn), and analyze
the situation-dependent data with interpretations on the serial
position effects (SPEs). Section III depicts the construction of
the artificial community using MAM, including agent modeling, social environment (agents’ activity space) construction,
and interactive behavioral rules designing in individual level.
Experiments on users’ posting behavior model and users’ commenting behavior mechanisms are, respectively, implemented
with detailed discussions in Section IV. Finally, we conclude
this paper in Section V.

TABLE I
N OTATIONS U SED IN T HIS PAPER

II. O NLINE C OMMUNITY D ESCRIPTION
Wang et al. [8], [33]–[36] discussed the content of artificial
lives, communities and societies in a software-defined way
as a part of his artificial communities, computational experiments, and parallel execution (ACP) approach. The work in
this paper continues with Wang’s study and investigates the
cyber behavioral dynamics in online communities, with a focus
on the mechanism of cyber interactive behaviors.
An artificial community is a mirrored world of an actual
online community. It is constructed by applying structural
data and situation-dependent data of actual communities, while
working as the experimental laboratory of actual communities
for cyber behavior management and public opinion guidance
in emergent situations. Table I shows the main notations used
in this paper.
A. Multiagent-Based Modeling and Social Network Systems
The artificial community in this paper is constructed using
dynamic MAM approach. It provides a paradigm for modeling
autonomous multientity systems. For example, the diffusion of
information on social networks can be modeled as a procedure
in MAM, where the users are modeled as agents, the information as operational objectives, and the social network system
itself as agents’ activity space. Thus, MAM has been applied
to interpret the collective interactions of autonomous multientity systems, via applying common characteristics shared
by multiagent systems and social networks [19], [37]–[40].

It is also widely used to simulate the social influence diffusion process, to predict hot topics, and to model emergency managements, while showing great social and economic
significance [9], [41]–[43]. Lane et al. [44] designed a framework to recognize user activities based on behavior modeling
in cooperative social networks. Nemiche et al. [31] used
multiagent modeling to study the transmission and evolution of social behaviors in a software defined social network.
Radinsky et al. [45] developed a temporal modeling framework adapted from physics and signal processing and harnessed it to predict temporal patterns in online search behavior.
MAM not only helps to obtain a better understanding of the
motivation of an individual’s behavior but also provide reliable
and valuable inputs for computational experiments of different
problems in various scenes [34], [36].
However, previous works emphasize: 1) social-structured
networks where agents have links among each other (such as
follow or followed); 2) the mechanism of how users collectively gather up in a single activity; and 3) applying MAM to
simulate the evolution process of group behaviors and optimize
it in line with what has happened. The studies are based on
the assumptions that laws abstracted from historical data can
also be used to deal with similar situations in the future, to
predict the development of future events, especially potential
headline events.
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Irreducibility and emergence are two distinctive properties of complex systems, which means elements in complex
systems can neither be separately nor statically considered.
Approaching social networks as a multiagent-based complex
system, we need to comprehensively coordinate the relation
between agents and their environment, and the dynamics of
agents in temporal and spatial scales. Therefore, this paper
combines statistical modeling and the bottom-up MAM, and
builds an artificial community. The artificial community works
as a software-defined social laboratory, where the information
propagation, behavior diffusion and commercial campaign can
be studied in a computational and experimental manner. The
next part studies the structural features of online communities.
B. Structural Anaysis of Online Communities
Considering users and UGC as the main components,
a community is abstracted as a two-layer system with a user
layer and a content layer. The content layer is organized as
topics ranked in decreasing order of popularity in a topic list.
Each Web page in the community has limited number of topics, and each community has limited number of Web pages.
Thus, assuming N topics are displayed at each Web page,
and M Web pages are included in a community, the content
environment of the community at time T can be organized as
a topic matrix as

EnvironmentTContent

tpT0,0
···
= tpTi,0
···
tpTM−1,0

· · · tpT0,j
···
···
· · · tpTi,j
···
···
· · · tpTM−1,j

· · · tpT0,N−1
···
···
· · · tpTi,N−1
···
···
· · · tpTM−1,N−1 .
(1)

EnvironmentTContent records the positions of all topics in
a community at time T. tpTi,j represents the topic at position
<i, j> with a list index j and a page index i. As topics are
ranked in popularity, it can be inferred that the popularity rank
of tpi,j at time T in the entire topic list is i × N + j + 1. The
top N topics with the highest popularity are placed on the first
page. The descriptive complexity of elements in a community
is lowered by the topic matrix, and thus the specification complexity of community can be greatly reduced. Fig. 1 shows the
structural feature of an online community.
C. Situation-Dependent Data Analysis
With over 80 million registered users, Tianya [46] is one of
the largest forums in China. It focuses on all aspects of peoples’ life and provides channels for people of similar interests
to communicate through the following channels: people, society, literature, opinion, finance and economics, cars, fashion,
emotion, entertainment, pictures, family, and star factory. It
allows users to publish new topics/posts, browse, and comment
on existed topics, to join in different communities for sharing
opinions and stories with users of similar interests. Besides,
there are dozens of tribes, groups, and communities in Tianya.
Millions of posts are published while few of them get large
responses and become hot topics. Although the exact promotion mechanisms of topics have been kept secret and change

Fig. 1. Online community is abstracted as a bipartite network with two
layers. The content layer is represented by a topic matrix, and members in
the user-layer are social-unrestricted. Each row of the topic matrix correspond
to a set of topics ranking in decreasing order on one Web page.

occasionally, it appears both the volume of comments received
by a topic and how fast the comments are received are taken
into account. Tianya’s success is fueled in large part by the
emergent and dynamical nature of front pages and headlines,
which are created by the collective decisions of all users. In
addition, users on Tianya have no direct interaction channels.
Users share and exchange opinions via topic manipulation.
Generally there are two kinds of messages in Tianya: 1) posts
and 2) comments. A post includes three parts: 1) a post title;
2) a post body; and 3) an entrance for users to participate in
it, while the post and its comments constitute a topic.
The data used in this paper is collected from the
People community of Tianya through specially designed Web
crawlers. It recorded 552 615 user’s behavioral dynamics
from June 2003 to July 2013, including 299 612 posts and
3 062 585 comments. Each record consists of five elements:
a sender ID, a piece of message (a post/comment), a topic ID
that the message sender participated in, the position of topic
when the message is published and the time stamp. The IDs
are anonymized to protect users’ privacy.
It has some other features worth noting.
1) No channels for users to interact with each other directly.
Users communicate and exchange information through
making comments via the entrance provided by a post.
2) Users in the same community share the same information content. If users from different places visit
a community in Tianya at exactly the same time, they
view exactly the same social environment.
3) A topic list ranking topics in decreasing order of popularity is presented in People community. Topic popularity generally considers both the comments received by
a topic and how fast of the receiving, thus is dominated
by the collective behaviors of all users. As the number
of topics presented at each page is limited, Tianya have
hundreds of pages, and the position of a topic can be
represented by a bigram <listIndex, pageIndex>.
Wu et al. [47] studied the joint influence of the position of
search results and users’ browsing and clicking habits in search
engines, and stated that users’ click behavior on the entries of
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Fig. 2. Correlation between a position and the average volume of comments
it attracts.

search engines’ result pages is influenced by SPE. The work
suggested to us that the position of topics may have great
influence on their ability to attract comments. However, as
topics change positions all the time and their received comments vary, we focus on the capability to attract comments
of positions (P = <i, j>) instead of specific topics. Thus, we
use statistical data to testify that the comments received by
a position are stable.
Fig. 2 shows the correlation between a position and its
capability to attract comments. The horizontal axis represents
the index of the position, while the vertical axis represents
the average comment volume (ACV) it attracts. Here, the
topic list index represents the ranking of a topic in the entire
topic list.
The ACV of position P represents P’s capability to attract
comments. Assuming three topics tpx , tpy , and tpz stayed at
P for 60 time steps. tpx stayed at P for the first t1 time steps,
tpy stayed for the next t2 steps, tpz stayed for the last t3 steps,
and t1 + t2 + t3 = 60. Let VC(tpx )t , VC(tpy )t , and VC(tpz )t ,
respectively, donated the volume of comments received by tpx ,
tpy , and tpz at a single time step, the ACV of position P at
each time step is calculated by
ACV(P)
t1
=

t=1 VC(tpx )

t

+

t1 +t2

t=t1 +1 VC



t 
t
tpy + 60
t=t1 +t2 +1 VC(tpz )

t1 + t2 + t3

.

(2)
We calculate the ACV received by each position in one
year (from July 2012 to July 2013) using formula (2). The
length of a time step is set as 10 seconds. A power-law distribution is observed, where the ACV(P) decreases with the
index of P, with a slope of γ = −1.145. Applying the leastsquare method, we find a linear fit giving the fitting precision
R2 = 85.32%.
As the position index can also be treated as a bigram <
pageIndex, listIndex >, we further analyze the capability of
each page to attract comments, and the ACV of each position on the same page. Assuming P = <i, j>, the curve on
Fig. 3 shows the correlation between pageIndex i and ACV(i).

Fig. 3.

Correlation between the pages index of a position and its ACV.

Fig. 4.

Correlation between the list index of a position and its CP.

It is almost linear in logarithmic relation, with an exponent of
γ = −2.392. The fitting precision is R2 = 98.87%.
The ACV received by the position j on Web page i is
calculated here. Let VC(i, j)t represent the volume of comments attracted by position <i, j>. VC(i)t is the entire volume
of comments attracted on page i at time t. The comment
probability (CP) of position <i, j> is formalized
CP(i, j)t =

CV(i, j)t
.
CV(i)t

(3)

The number of topics at each Web page on the people community is 40. Without loss of generality, we casually selected
100 Web pages and calculated CP(i, j) for each position on
each selected page for 10 000 time steps. The correlation
between CP(i, j) and the list index j on page i is as shown
in Fig. 4.
The significant correlation between position P and ACV(P)
encourages us to consider the influence of the content environment to users’ comment behavior as a function of position.
The fitting precision gets much higher (98.87% for page index
and 96.57% for list index) when we consider a position as
a bigram <listIndex, pageIndex>.
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III. A RTIFICIAL C OMMUNITY C ONSTRUCTION
The artificial community is structured with an agent-layer
and a content-layer. Agents in the system share the same
information content view. Agents can create posts and make
comments while the content is organized as series of topics. Thus, the artificial community can be represented by
a multiagent system as
Community ::= {Agent, Topic, Rule}.
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Here we adopt this idea by setting Agenta ’s activity as a function of Agea and its largest activity Max_Aa . The activity of
Agenta at time Tl called activityTa l , can be calculated as
ActivityTa l





= Max_Aa 1 − exp

5σ
1
μ2
−
−μ
2σ 2
2σ 2 AgeTa l − 1/2

2

(8)

(4)

Rule records how agents interact with each other and how
agents manipulate the topics through publishing new messages. The artificial community is expected to work in this
way: the content layer is open to all agents and is updated
dynamically at each time step; if multiple agents choose to
visit the community at the same time, they share exactly the
same information content environment; the interactive behavior of agents are impacted by both their social environment
and individual’s psychological states, in line with which agents
operate on topics; thus the content environment is updated by
continually contributed posts and comments, which in turn
manifest the dynamics of the entire community. The construction of artificial community includes three steps: agent
modeling, content environment building, and interaction-rule
designing.

.

Agents have knowledge.
The knowledge domain of Agenta is represented by a set
of keywords
A_knowledgea = <keyword1 , keyword2 , . . . , keywordW >.
(9)
AIS = {AIST0 , AIST1 , . . . , AISTl , . . . , AISTn } records the
change of agents’ knowledge status in time sequence. AISTl
depicts the distribution of knowledge of all agents over the
keyword set at Tl
T

T

T

AISTl = AIS0 l , AIS1 l , . . . , AISTa l , . . . , AISAl .

(10)

where AISTa l is a value vector describing the distribution of
knowledge of Agenta at Tl
AISTa l = <valuek1 , valuek2 , . . . , valuekw , . . . , valuekW >
(11)

A. Agent Modeling
Agent in the artificial community is modeled as a multituple


(5)
Agent ::= Agentid , Age, GR, Max_A, AIS, ATT, Term
where id is the unique identifier of an agent. Agents have
limited life span [45].
Works in [48] set the age of a user in a community at time
T as the fraction of messages published by the user before T.
Thus the agents’ life length can be normalized to 1. Users
grow older by publishing messages. We adopt these ideas to
set the life-length of agents in the artificial community, and
use GR to record the growth rates of agents. Assuming Agenta
publishes a messages during its whole life, and it is allowed
to publish at most one message at each time step, and gra can
be calculated as

1/a
(6)
grTa =
0.
If Agenta publishes a message at time T, then grTa = 1/a ,
otherwise, grTa = 0, and we have
T

AgeTa l = Agea l−1 + gra .

(7)

Agenta is set to be dead if AgeTa l ≥ 1.
Activity describes the subjective initiative of an agent to
publish new messages (including posts and comments).
Let an agent publishes at most one message at each time
step, activityTa l define the probability of Agenta publishing one
message at time Tl . When users live in a community, their
activity follows a two-stage process: users become more and
more active until they reach their largest activity [49]; after
then, they become less and less active, and finally drop out.

0 ≤ valuekw ≤ 1. Without loss of generality, if Agenta has no
knowledge about keywordw , then we set valueaw = 0.
ATT records the active topics


ATT = ATTT0 , ATTT1 , . . . , ATTTl , . . . , ATTTn . (12)
For Tl < T, as agents are allowed to participate in one topic
at each time step, ATTTl records the sequence of identification
of topics that have been updated at time Tl .
Term covers all keywords included by the community’s
knowledge domain.
B. Topic Modeling
The content environment is organized as a topic matrix.
Each topic is modeled as a multituple
Topic ::= {TPid , TLP, TIS, TLC, AAT, Term}

(13)

where id is the unique identifier of each topic. TLP records
the position of all topics at each time step. TLPTl is to
Tl
some degree equivalent to Environmentcontent
. If topick is
ranked at page i with a list index j at time Tl , then we have
TLPTl (topick ) = <i, j>. Each topic has a theme represented
by a set of keywords
T_Theme = <keyword1 , keyword2 , . . . , keywordW >


TIS = TIST0 , TIST1 , . . . , TISTl , . . . , TISTn

(14)
(15)

which records the distribution of topics’ theme over their keyT
words in time sequence. TISk l described the theme distribution
of topic TPk at time Tl
T

TISk l = <valuek1 , valuek2 , . . . , valuekw , . . . valuekW >.

(16)
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Algorithm 1 Computing the Rest Life Span of topick
T −1

T −1

Input: TLCk l
and AAT k l .
Tl
Output: TLCk .
Repeat
T −1
For Agenta belong to AAT k l
do
T −1
If ((1 − agea )/gra > TLCk l )
Tl −1
= (1 − agea )/gra ;
TLCk
end
end
T
T −1
TLCk l = TLCk l − 1;

valuekw represents the weight of keywordw in topick , and 0 ≤
valueaw ≤ 1.
TLC = {TLCT0 , TLCT1 , . . . , TLCTl , . . . , TLCTn } records
the rest life span of each topic.
At the very beginning, all topics are initialized with the
same life span TLCk = C. C is a constant number. During
the topic evolution process, new agents constantly join in the
community, create new posts, and take part into discussions
of existed topics. As agents have their own life span, the rest
life length of topics gets changed along with the new joined
agents.
T −1
Assume the rest life length of topick at time Tl is TLCk l ,
T −1
and the set of agents who comment on topick at Tl is AATk l .
Tl −1
Given the agents’ age and their growth rates in AATk , considering only one agent is allowed to publish a message at time
Tl , the updating algorithm of TLCTk is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 suggests that if any of the new agents (Agenta )
has a longer rest life length than the topic it joined (topick ),
T
then topick ’s rest life length (TLCk l ) is updated to Agenta ’s.
T
Otherwise, TLCk l decreases with the time steps.
1) AAT records the active agents at each time step


AAT = AATT0 , AATT1 , . . . , AATTl , . . . , AATTn .
(17)
2) Term covers all keywords included by the community’s
knowledge domain.
C. Interact Rule Designing
Agents in the artificial community interact with each other
through operating on topics by publishing messages. The
mutual impact between agents and the content environment
promotes the evolution of community. Here we consider
agents’ post publishing behavior and comment publishing
behavior. The status update caused by these two interactive
actions is illustrated as shown in Fig. 5.
1) Post Publishing Mechanism: Previous research [50]
pointed out that while people do not often tweet, post, or consult the Web about their routine activities, they are more likely
to do so if something abnormal happens. Thus in the community, we let Agenta publish a post when Agenta has the will
to publish new messages, but perceives no entrance to do so.
The post publishing rule is designed as, if Agenta has the
willing to publish a message, and there is no entrance in to
community for it to do so, then Agenta create an entrance

Fig. 5. Status update process of agents and topics through message publishing
behavior of “publish a post” and “publish a comment.”

by publishing a new post






IF ActivityTa l > ϕ and Sim AISTa l , TISTl < ω
THEN Agenta publish a new post.
ϕ is the activity threshold of Agenta . It means the minimum
strength of will that Agenta needs for publishing a new message. The parameter stressed the importance of individual’s
inner strength in publishing posts.
ω is defined as the similarity threshold between Agenta ’s
knowledge and topick ’s theme. The computing of ActivityTa l is
shown in (8). TISTl is a snapshot of the content environment
at time Tl . When (AISTa l , TISTl ) < ω, the environment is considered as abnormal for Agenta ; as ActivityTa l > ϕ, Agenta
is activated to create an entrance for publishing new messages by making a post. Sim(AISTa l , TISTl ) is calculated as
T
formula shown in (18) and (19), while AISTa l and TISk l represent the knowledge of Agenta and theme of topick at time T,
respectively




T
Sim AISTa l , TISTl = MaxtopicTl Sim AISTa l , TISk l (18)
k

T


AISTa l · TISk l
T
Sim AISTa l , TISk l = 
.

 
AISTl  · TISTl 
a
k

(19)

2) Comment Publishing Mechanism: The comment publishing behavior of Agenta is modeled considering impacts
from two sides: the content environment (external influence) that agents perceive and the agent’s psychological
status (internal influence). The comment publishing rule is
designed as


Pcomment Agenta , topick , Tl


 


2 · c1 · PExternal topick , Tl · c2 · PInternal Agenta , topick , Tl



 .
=
c1 · PExternal topick , Tl + c2 · PiInternal Agenta , topick , Tl

(20)
c1 is the social influence factor, while c2 is the cognitive
factor, and c1 + c2 = 1.
In Section II-C, a close correlation between position and
the comment volume received by a topic has been identified.
T
Assuming the position of topic topick at time Tl is TLPk l =
<i, j>, the probability of topick receiving a comment can be
calculated from


PExternal topick , Tl = η · Ppage (i) · Plist ( j).
(21)
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η = random(0.1) generates a random number between 0 and
0.1. Equation (21) obviously shows that the formula is time
independent. Besides, for page(i) we already have ACV(i) =
α · i−γ with γ = 2.392 and α = 224227, and for list( j) on
page(i), we have ACV( j) = α · j−γ with γ = 1.146 and
α = 0.3008
N−1
j=0 ACV(P(i, j), Tl )
Ppage (i) = M−1 N−1
(22)
i=0
j=0 ACV(P(i, j), Tl )
ACV(P(i, j), Tl )
Plist ( j) = N−1
.
(23)
j=0 ACV(P(i, j), Tl )
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TABLE II
D ESIGN OF PARAMETERS TO T EST THE I NDIVIDUAL’ S K NOWLEDGE
S TATUS TO AGENTS ’ C OLLECTIVE P OST P UBLISHING
B EHAVIOR W ITH D IFFERENT ω

Pinternal (Agenta , topick , Tl ) represents the probability of Agenta making a comment to topick under the
drive of Agenta ’s psychological status. The commenting
mechanism is




T
Pinternal Agenta , topick , Tl = ActivityTa l · Sim AISTa l , TISk l .
(24)
The commenting behavior of agents also changes the status
of topics on which they comment. In addition, the knowledge of agents also changes as agents perceive and absorb
new information from topics on which they comment. The
knowledge of Agenta at time Tl is updated by two factors: the
Agenta ’s knowledge in the previous time step and the knowledge learned from the environment. Therefore, the knowledge
updating rule of Agenta can be designed as


T
T
AISTa l = AISa l−1 +
Sim AISa l−1 ,
T

TPk ∈ATa l−1


T
T
TISk l−1 · TISk l−1 .

(25)

T

TPk ∈ ATa l−1 represents all topics that agent Agenta take
part into at time Tl−1 .
Agenta affects the content environment by contributing
comments to existing topics. Themes of topics are updated
by the constantly received comments. The comments made by
agents change the theme of topics


T
T
T
TISk l = TISk l−1 +
Sim TISk l−1 ,
T

Agenta ∈TAk l−1


T
T
AISa l−1 · AISa l−1 .

(26)

T

Agenta ∈ TAk l−1 donates the set of agents who make
comments to topic TPk at time Tl−1 .
IV. E XPERIMENTS ON C YBER I NTERACTIVE B EHAVIORS
Interactions between agents and topics enables the evolution of the artificial community. In this part, we test the
rationality and flexibility of the artificial community and
the designed mechanisms using experimental leverages. The
emergence of collective behavioral patterns from individual
interactions between individual agent and topic are studied, the
correlations between micro-level interactions and macro-level
phenomena are investigated.

The artificial community is initialized with a number of
agents and a topic-matrix. The topic-matrix can be null at the
beginning. During the evolution process, agents dynamically
interact with the content environment and update their knowledge status by operating on existing topics, until death. New
agents constantly join into the community at each time step.
The topic-matrix, agent’s knowledge, and topic’s theme are
updated after each time step.
A. Impact of Individual’s Knowledge Status on Agents’
Collective Post Publishing Behavior
When designing the individual post publishing mechanism,
two factors are considered: the similarity threshold ω and the
activity threshold ϕ. Here, we design nine groups of experiments to examine the impact of ω to the collective post
publishing behaviors of agents in the artificial community. The
experimental parameters are displayed in Table II.
The similarity of agent’s knowledge and topic’s theme is
calculated according to (19).
The artificial community is initialized with 3000 agents with
specific attributes (e.g., growth rate and knowledge). Thirty
new agents are added at each time step. The largest growth rate
of agent is set as 0.1, which makes sure that each agent lives at
least for ten time steps. The number of running time steps of
this scene is set to 1000. The agent’s knowledge is initialized
to present one’s knowledge distribution over all keywords.
Using parameters in Table II as input, the output of our
artificial community is shown in Fig. 6. Here, to avoid randomness, we let each group of experiments run for 100 times
and for each time, the distribution of agents’ posting behavior
and the fitting curve is recorded. Then the average value of
parameters (γ and R2 ) of the fitting curve is computed and
displayed.
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TABLE III
D ESIGN OF PARAMETERS TO T EST THE I NDIVIDUAL’ S ACTIVITY
D EGREE TO THE AGENTS ’ C OLLECTIVE P OST P UBLISHING
B EHAVIOR W ITH D IFFERENT ϕ

Fig. 6. Collective behavioral pattern of agents’ post publishing behavior with
different individual’s similarity threshold.

Fig. 7. (a) Relationship between ω and γ , and (b) ω and R2 · μ(γ ) and
θ (γ ), respectively, represent the average value and standard deviation of γ ,
while μ(R2 ) and θ (R2 ), respectively, represent the average value and standard
deviation of R2 .

Fig. 6 plots the correlation between individual’s similarity
threshold ω and agents’ collective posting behavior pattern. The
distributions of agents’ posting behavior show the “long-tail”
effect, with slopes between −1.004 and −1.167. The minor
adjustments to individual’s similarity threshold have almost no
effect to the global pattern of agents’ posting behavior.
We further extend the interval of ω to ω = [0.01, 0.99], and
get results as shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7(a) shows the relationship between ω and γ , while Fig. 7(b) shows the relationship
between ω and the fitting precision R2 . It is obvious that the
adjustments to ω have little impact on the agents’ collective
posting behavior. When ω is set to a larger value, the limitation
to agents’ posting behavior is relaxed. Thus, the enthusiasm

Fig. 8. Collective behavioral pattern of agents’ post publishing behavior. It
illustrates the correlation between volumes of posts and individual’s activity
thresholds.

of agents to publish posts is stimulated and promotes the
formation of long-tail distribution.
B. Impact of Individual’s Activity Degree on Agents’
Collective Post Publishing Behavior
ϕ stands for the activity threshold of agents. Using parameters in Table III as inputs with ϕ changes from 0.5 to 0.66,
the output of the artificial community is as shown in Fig. 8.
The distributions of agents’ collective posting behavior show
the long-tail effect, with slopes between −1.541 and −1.706.
We further extend the interval of ϕ to ϕ = [0.01, 0.99], and
get results as shown in Fig. 9. It is obvious that the distribution
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TABLE IV
E XPERIMENT PARAMETERS TO T EST THE AGENTS ’ C OLLECTIVE
C OMMENT P UBLISHING B EHAVIOR W ITH D IFFERENT I NITIAL
N UMBER OF AGENTS IN THE A RTIFICIAL C OMMUNITY

Fig. 9. (a) Relationship between ϕ and γ , and (b) ϕ and R2 . μ(γ ) and
θ (γ ), respectively, represent the average value and standard deviation of γ ,
while μ(R2 ) and θ (R2 ), respectively, represent the average value and standard
deviation of R2 . There is a truncation point at ϕ = 0.7.

of agents’ posting behavior greatly changed with the increase
of ϕ. There is a truncation point at about ϕ = 0.70. Although
the truncation point is actually decided by eye, it is reasonable
since if we set the activity threshold too high, the period of
keeping “active” is greatly shortened, and fewer agents have
the chance to publish new posts.

C. Impact of Number of Agents on Agents’ Collective
Comment Publishing Behavior
The experiments in this part aim to test the impact of
number of agents in the artificial community to the collective comment publishing behavior. We first test whether the
number of participants in the artificial community affects the
distribution of collective commenting behavior. Two situations
are considered: 1) Communities with fixed number of topics
and fixed number of new added agents at each time step, but
with different numbers of initial agents and 2) Communities
with a fixed number of topics and a fixed number of initial
agents, but different numbers of newly added agents at each
time step.
1) Situation 1 (Impact of Number of Initial Agents on
Agents’ Collective Comment Publishing Behavior):
Situation 1 examines whether the initial number of agents
affects the distribution of the collective commenting behavior
of agents in the artificial community. The inputs are as shown
in Table IV. The initial numbers of agents are set to vary from
100 to 3000 as shown in Table IV. Agents update their knowledge status and change the content environment in accordance
with the mechanisms designed in Section III-A. The outputs
of the artificial community are as shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Collective comment behavior in the artificial communities with different initial number of agents. The y-axis represents the volume of comments
received by a topic and the x-axis represents the number of topics.

Fig. 10 shows that the differences in initial number of
agents do not affect the collective behavior distribution
of agents’ commenting behavior. The comments’ volumefrequency curve is linear in logarithmic relationship, with
slopes between −1.524 and −1.585. The results indicate that
our artificial community can be used to model actual online
communities of different sizes.
2) Situation 2 (Impact of New Added Agents to the Artificial
Community on Agents’ Collective Comment Publishing
Behavior): The experiments test the impact of newly added
agents at each time step on agents’ collective comment publishing behaviors in the artificial community. The parameters
are as shown in Table V. Using the parameters in Table V as
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TABLE V
E XPERIMENT PARAMETERS TO T EST THE AGENTS ’ C OLLECTIVE
C OMMENT P UBLISHING B EHAVIOR W ITH D IFFERENT
N UMBER OF N EW AGENTS AT E ACH T IME S TEP

Fig. 12. Power exponent (γ ) and the fitting degree (R2 ) of the comment
volume-frequency curve when c1 and c2 changed, c1 + c2 = 1.

D. Impact of External Factor and Internal Factor on Agents’
Collective Comment Publishing Behavior

Fig. 11. Collective comment behavior of agents when considering different
numbers of new agents are constantly added to the artificial community at
each time step. The y-axis represents the volume of comments received by
a topic and the x-axis represents the number of topics.

input, we verify whether the participation of new agents affect
the collective comment publishing behavior of agents in the
artificial community.
Fig. 11 shows the distribution of agents’ collective comment publishing behavior. The difference in numbers of newly
added agents do not affect the collective behavioral patterns
that emerge from individuals’ interaction, which is in agreement with real situations of online communities where users
and relationships constantly added to them without changing
their long-tail effect.

The agent’s comment publishing mechanism is designed
considering impacts from two sides: 1) external factors and
2) internal factors (e.g., individual’s activity degree, knowledge status), as shown in (20). c1 and c2 are used to weigh
the impacts from external factors and internal factors. If c1
(external factor) is assigned a larger value, individuals are considered to be more susceptible to the collective choice of others
(the content view); if c2 (internal factor) is assigned a larger
value, individuals’ are considered to be more dominated by
their own psychological status.
Fig. 12 shows the results of experiments on which factor
playing a more important role in individual’s comment publishing behavior. Patterns in Table IV are used as inputs. The
values of c1 and c2 vary between 0.1 and 0.5. For each pair of
(c1 , c2 ), we run the experiment for ten times and compute the
average value of γ and R2 , and get results as shown in Fig. 12.
It is clear that γ and R2 decline quickly as c2 increases.
The results indicate that if c2 ≥ 0.2, the agents’ collective comment publishing behavior lose the long-tail effect.
Therefore, agents’ comment publishing behaviors are more
susceptible to external factors, which are decided by the
collective effects of the other objects in the community.
Considering the experiments and results in Section IV, it
can be inferred that: 1) individual’s post publishing behavior
is dominated by agent’s psychological status; 2) the individual’s comment publishing behavior is more susceptible to
social environment which reflects the collective effects of
all other objects in a community; and 3) neither the initial
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number of agents nor the participation of new agents make
great differences to the agents’ collective comment publishing behavior, which stated the feasibility of the constructed
artificial community.
V. C ONCLUSION
The research in paper continues the work of
Wang’s [51], [52] ACP approach to study complex social
phenomenon considering its uncertainty, diversity and complexity characteristics. A two-layer artificial community
using multiagent modeling method for studying cyber
interactive behaviors of message-publishing is constructed.
The artificial community is used as “computing laboratory”
for various situations in different social media systems. The
agents’ post publishing behavior and comment publishing
behavior mechanisms are modeled and tested through experimental leverages in the community. The studies enable us
to explore the dynamics of individual behavior mechanisms
and collective behavioral patterns, and the co-evolution
of users and UGC in online communities. The stability
and flexibility of the artificial community are tested, the
impacts of internal factors and external factors on individual’s
comment publishing behavior are investigated and illustrated.
The artificial community structure constructed in this paper
provides a generalized model to study social media systems.
Further research will be launched focusing on the limitation
of the constructed artificial community. In addition, the
artificial community will be applied to study the dynamics of
information diffusion and processes of behavior spreading at
micro levels, and implemented to provide decision supports
to actual emergency management situations.
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